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++ volunteers are welcome!
how to grow RTIR?

History:
At the 44th. TF-CSIRT we made attempts to foster discussed (once again) the possibility of having a new RTIR-WK.

Automation appears to be on top of the wishlist.

However, the critical mass needed for relaunching the "RTIR-WG" hasn't been reached yet.
step back, reframe

We now propose an alternative approach: Instead of focusing on the software,
what do we want to achieve?

develop concepts, to define the goals and processes first. This Work would look at concepts, independent of the tools or implementation used.
All CSIRTs aren't the same: A national CSIRT's role is very different from e.g. a company's CSIRT.

We expect that we'll identify a few clusters of differing needs, processing models.
If you're interested

in the Automation-WG, please drop us an email:

• James Mcloughlin (janet)
  <james.mcloughlin@jisc.ac.uk>

• Alexander Talos-Zens (ACOnet)
  <at@univie.ac.at>